$212,000 in PRIZES
in George S. May’s 15th
WORLD FAMOUS GOLF TOURNAMENTS!

ALL-AMERICAN GOLF TOURNAMENTS
August 4-7, Inclusive

GEORGE S. MAY’S INTERNATIONAL CUP MATCHES
August 9-10

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP OF GOLF
August 11-14, Inclusive

See Golfdom’s Greatest!
Sponsored by
the George S. May Company
and the Professional Golfers’ Association of America

Bring your family, friends and business associates
to George S. May’s Tam O’Shanter and see nearly
200 of the top ranking men and women professional
and amateur golfers of the world! Ten sensation-
packed days of top flight golf by famous golf stars
of the U. S. and 25 foreign countries. You will be
able to see and follow the action at all times from
strategically located leader boards and an all-inclu-
sive loud speaker system. See the winner of the first
prize $106,000 in the World Championship of Golf!
Enjoy food and refreshments in air-conditioned com-
fort in the newly enlarged Tam O’Shanter Clubhouse
—one of the most beautiful golf clubs in America!

ADMISSION $3.00
INCLUDING TAX—EVERY DAY

George S. May’s Tam O’Shanter
Caldwell Road and Howard Street (7500 North-6600 West)
Chicago, Illinois

Free Parking!
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The Country Club of Virginia . . .
where Tom Dawson, Jr., keeps disease off
the club's two courses with "Tersan."
Members can play on the Westhampton
course, or the James River course, site of
the National Amateur this fall.

Father and son at the Country Club of
Virginia, where Tom Dawson, Jr. (left), is
superintendent. Tom, Sr. (right), was pay-
ing visit between winter duties at the Palm
Beach (Florida) Country Club and sum-
mertime supervision of the Fenway Golf
Club, White Plains, N. Y.
use Tersan® in Florida, Virginia, New York
... report “all-climate” disease control

The Tom Dawsons combine almost 50 years of turf know-how, gathered in all East-Coast climates. Through long experience, they agree on “Tersan” for the same effective disease control under widely different conditions. Tom, Sr., uses “Tersan” plus the mercurial “Semesan” to stop snow mold, brown patch and dollar spot in New York. In Florida during the winter, he uses “Tersan” alone for brown patch. Results are excellent, North and South.

Tom, Jr., uses “Tersan” as his summer fungicide for dollar spot and brown patch at the Country Club of Virginia. He gets excellent control, in spite of humid, disease-favoring conditions.

For topnotch disease control with a wide margin of safety to greens, nothing does as well as “Tersan”... anywhere! When you spray, you’ll find it convenient to add Soluble Plant Food... it’s packed in 50-lb. bags, especially for golf courses. Remember, there is only one “Tersan.”

On all chemicals always follow directions for application. Where warning or caution statements on use of product are given, read them carefully.

Order Tersan® Turf Fungicide
from your golf supply dealer

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
alone, blue grass has come in and is markedly assuming the aggressor's role.

Bents in Iowa

For a good many years Colonial bent has been used in the seed mixtures in Iowa; five to 10 percent. Colonial bent seems to have a place, but very often creeping bent has developed in sizeable areas where soil conditions are suited to creeping bent. I know of one golf course where the original seeding was bluegrass, but today creeping bent dominates the turf. The fairways are flat, partially shaded and probably enjoy the benefits of natural subirrigation.

We have been rather favorably impressed with Highland bent seeded alone in 1952. The plots are well filled and attractive, and do not seem to be injured by dry weather. In bluegrass mixtures, the general effect is satisfactory.

Under Iowa conditions it appears doubtful whether the creeping red fescues add anything to turfgrass that is to be grown in open sunny exposures. In shaded areas the fescues and the bent grasses are regarded as essential as is Poa trivialis. On eroded hilly areas, a generous fertilizer program is regarded as essential no matter what the grass cover may be.

At Ames we have a plot of common Z. japonica, a broadleafed strain that has withstood the winters for four years. The sod is dense, but the slow starting in the spring and the early "frost-off" are undesirable characteristics. Meyer, Z72 and Z73 will require at least three seasons to fill out these plots. Judged by our experience with the zoysia grasses in our experimental plots, it is our opinion that the zoysias will not be popular. A hardy zoysia that will green up a month earlier, and be less easily frosted off in the fall is needed if zoysia is to succeed in lawns and on fairways and tees in Iowa.

Since 1939 more than 30 strains of bent grasses have been grown in replicated plot tests at Ames. These bent grasses were in part, C1, C7, C15, C17, C19, C27, C32, C50, C51, C82, C114, C115, ten strains from Pennsylvania, and local acquisitions, also Polycross from Pennsylvania.

These plots were stolonized and are mowed at 3/16 in. and maintained as would be a golf green.

Those strains which have been hardy, fine grained, and desirable as close clipped bent grasses include C1 Arlington, C19 Congressional, C27 Collins, C52 Old Orchard.

Of these, Arlington, Congressional and Old Orchard have been the choice of Superintendents in Iowa for the past five or more years. I know of no one in Iowa who has built a golf course in recent years who selected either Washington or Metropolitan for greens.

Our plots of Polycross bent are too new to comment on, except to state that the color is a dark rich green, the leaves are narrow and show evidence of making a green of fine grained appearance.

Bluegrass will for many years be the most used turf grass throughout the great areas from New England to the Pacific coast in that region commonly defined as the cool season grass area. This area extends far northward into Canada. Merion is becoming better established as a worthwhile grass every year. The evidence is that Merion will not be entirely satisfactory as far south as is Kentucky bluegrass. Seed supplies of Merion are still too limited and too expensive for widespread use. Seed supplies of Merion are, however, increasing every year.

It is recognized that the fescues have a place in building turf under special conditions and for special uses. On the fertile black loams of the middle west it is a question whether the creeping red fescues add anything to turf for the open areas on lawns and fairways. There is no question of their value in shady areas.

In bent grasses, Arlington and Congressional bents are dependable, and mixtures of the two are performing exceedingly well. Old Orchard is the choice of many superintendents and has a wide range of adaptation.

There is no such thing as "best" so far as bent grass strains are concerned. Many local factors of soil, drainage, and management enter the picture and for this reason certain strains may be favored in local areas. For example C15 Toronto and C7 Cohansey are performing exceedingly well in states other than Iowa. Neither have been satisfactory in our test plots. Seeded greens in many locations have been satisfactory. The Polycross contribution of the Pennsylvania station gives new hope that superior seed is going to be available, and thus perhaps simplify and lower the cost of greens establishment.

Better grasses are needed. Grass breeders have a field that is wide open.
Play better—play faster—play relaxed—with the sparkling, stylish LAHER “Hill-Billy” Golfer... the only electric car that’s engineered like a fine automobile! You’ll be able to play 9, 18, even 36 holes and be “fresh” when you finish! Save your energy for your shots—play better golf!

The LAHER “Hill-Billy” Golfer is completely automobile engineered for greater power, greater riding comfort and stability. The streamlined LAHER “Hill-Billy” Golfer is by far... America’s finest and most beautiful golf vehicle.

Play more golf...drive your own LAHER “Hill-Billy,” or rent one from your Pro. Fill out and mail the coupon now! We will prove to you...the LAHER “Hill-Billy” Golfer is America’s finest.

**Compare these EXTRA Features!**

- EASY HANDLING, EFFORTLESS STEERING • GOES ANYWHERE—STEEP HILLS, “ROUGHS,” ETC.
- DUAL RATIO DRIVE—SPEEDS FROM 1 TO 18 M.P.H. FORWARD AND REVERSE • UP TO 50% MORE POWER (6 POWERFUL LAHER “DYNAMIC” BATTERIES—3% H.P. AT THE WHEELS • ECONOMICAL—OPERATES ALL DAY FOR ONLY PENNIES! • FULL ELLIPTIC SPRING SUSPENSION • “SURE-GRIP” HAND AND FOOT BRAKES • COMFORTABLE—SEATS 3 PEOPLE • RIDES LIKE A FINE AUTOMOBILE • BIGGER WHEELS AND TIRES—WONT HARM TURF! EASY TO MAINTAIN • USE AS A SHOPPER TOO—DRIVE SHORT DISTANCES TO GOLF COURSE, SHOPPING, ETC.—IT’S FUN! • MADE BY MANUFACTURER WITH OVER 40 YEARS EXPERIENCE MAKING FINE AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT • AVERAGE LIFE OF THE LAHER “HILL-BILLY”—20 YEARS!

**NOTE TO PROS AND CLUB MANAGERS:**

There’s extra profit for you in renting LAHER “Hill-Billy” Golfers to your Club members. Mail the coupon today, for information on the profitable LAHER “Hill-Billy” rental plan.

**ATTENTION GREENSKEEPERS:**

The LAHER “Mustang” Delivery or “Mustang” Trucker helps you do more in less time. Move equipment, tools, seed, etc., quickly at lowest possible cost! Easy maintenance—Rugged power. “Mustang” Delivery carries 1000 pounds. “Mustang” Trucker with heavier frame and dual rear wheels carries heavier loads (up to 1500 pounds). Won’t harm turf! Write for folder today!
What Pro Shop Men Should Know About Club Repairing

By JOE WOLFE

Judging from the increasing amount of golf clubs being received by the club manufacturers for minor repair work, changes, and alterations, it appears that club making and club repairing by the professionals is fast becoming a lost art.

There exists probably more than one reason for this: First, we have no definite program or facilities for training the present crop of shop-boys, assistant professionals, and professionals. Second, most shop-boys and assistants desire tournament glamour, and falsely think that in becoming a good player, they automatically line themselves up for a top grade club job.

Naturally, the senior experienced professional knows that this thinking is far from straight and correct. The senior professional knows that playing ability alone, will seldom, if ever, land a first grade club job for the aspiring professional.

Most club manufacturers are overburdened with production problems and are undermanned in skilled help. Consequently, any club or clubs sent in for reconditioning, or for any minor, ordinary repair job must, of a necessity, take anywhere from two to six weeks to be completed.

It is not that each club takes anywhere near that length of time to complete—it simply involves a tremendous amount of packaging, scheduling, typing, and pricing. Certainly, neither the club professional or the manufacturer is going to make or build up friendship with this type of service.

All manufacturers are doing their utmost to remedy the situation, but it appears to be an ideal opportunity for the alert professional to gain the confidence and approval of his members by the simple process of emphasizing and quietly advertising the fact that his shop is capable of making first grade repairs when necessary.

Knowledge and Tools Needed

On the other hand, in defense of the shop-boy and assistant professional, nothing can be more discouraging than trying to do a competent repair job on golf clubs without the proper tools. Next to this, nothing is more frustrating than endeavoring to do a repair job without the proper knowledge concerning the component parts of a golf club.

We certainly would not expect any mechanic, whether he be automobile, radio, or building mechanic, to make changes or repairs without an adequate and thorough knowledge of their trade. By the same token, we cannot expect the present day shop-boy or assistant professional to be able to do a first-rate repair job when he does not have complete, thorough knowledge of the items and operations that go into modern club making.

The real club-maker is vanishing. Present-day manufacturers, both large and small, are simply assemblers. All of the items that go into the make-up of a club are made at various convenient locations (up to exact specifications, of course), brought together under one roof and assembled. That is modern club making in its simplest phase.

Therefore, any person who gains an intimate familiarity with each part that goes into a golf club, and is reasonably handy or skillful with his hands, can soon become an expert club repairman.

Having this intimate knowledge of the parts and construction of a club, also helps the repairman to more quickly locate or diagnose the reason for the trouble.

As an example: Endeavoring to locate a rattle in a club, the wise shop-boy or assistant professional knows that certain manufacturers use wood plugs at the butt end of the shafts. He also knows that climatic conditions, wet or dry, could cause shrinkage and swelling, helping the plug to work loose and cause the rattle.

He would know that certain other manufacturers do not use wood plugs and therefore would not need to check under the grip on that particular make club. Rather, he would check the head for swelling. Most persimmon heads, no matter how they are treated, will absorb moisture and
swell and shrink, thereby loosening the face and sole plate screws and causing the rattle to be in either one of those spots. The same swelling and shrinking can cause the lead underneath the sole plate to work loose, also causing a rattle.

If, perchance, this particular rattle is caused by the wood plug working loose, then the only recourse is to remove the cap, the grip, and replug the shaft with a snugger, tighter fitting plug, clinch it and put an inch or two of gummed paper around the listing where the cork meets the plug (to give it a smooth taper), and then regrip. In an emergency, of course, it is possible to take a sharp pointed punch, insert it through a grip perforation, and reclinch the plug in two or three places. At best, however, this is both a temporary and dangerous method, often resulting in the cracking of the shaft and complicating the existing trouble.

**Plug Repair Procedure**

The wise shop-boy should know that the first step in removing a grip in order to replace the wood plug, is to remove the small round insert which is a separate piece of plastic and is merely pressed into the cap, and then unscrew the screw which is fastened to the wood plug. He should know that if the same screw is replaced, it will soon break loose and cause another rattle. For that reason, he should have on hand the same type of screw, but slightly longer, which will get down deeper and fasten onto fresh wood. In our particular manufacturing method, our standard cap screw is \( \frac{3}{4} \) in. x 7, and the oversize, or the screw which should be used on cap repairs or cap replacements, is sized at 1 in. x 8.

The shop-boy should know that in removing or unwinding the grip, he must be extremely careful so as not to tear the listing to shreds. Being careless in this means costly replacement and a waste of precious time. Building up to size, which when done in a pro shop, with tape, either paper or friction, adds a tremendous amount of weight to the club and certainly destroys the balance of it.

Some grades of clubs have cork underlisting, which will not tear to pieces when the grip is removed, but other grades have a paper listing which sticks to the grip and rips out in various places when the grip is unwound. This condition can be prevented by carefully loosening the grip from the top end of the club and unwinding it by pulling straight down alongside the shaft, and NOT pulling it...

---

**NEW RIDGE CC LOCKER-ROOM HAS WINDOWS ON EVERY AISLE**

Brightness, excellent ventilation and vigilant good housekeeping make the lockerroom in the new clubhouse of the Ridge CC (Chicago dist.) mighty pleasant and convenient for members and guests. Attractive carpeting and Lyon Metal double-door lockers in gray are features of the job. Frank Johnson, Ridge asst. pro, is at the left.

*July, 1955*
Here's a real opportunity to cash in on the proved popularity of the Nadco line of quality golf carts with this outstanding, new "PROFESSIONAL MODEL" by Nadco to be sold exclusively by you the Pro. Feature-for-feature — no other cart can match it.

PROTECTS YOUR GOLF BAG
Brackets are covered with soft, durable, sheared dy-nel. Bag lies flat against cart eliminating bag swing for greater pulling ease. The brackets accommodate all sizes and styles of bags.

FASTEST FOLDING ACTION
Presto! Cart opens and folds in one motion. Upper knob locks telescopic main support to any desired position. Wheels are parallel in the closed position for convenient storage.

EXCLUSIVE TELESCOPIC FOLDING
No other cart stores in such a small, compact space. Cart can roll in a folded position, and can be easily stored in locker with bag—or tucked neatly into trunk of car.
Make this your biggest and best golf cart year ever. Act now! Send in your initial order today. Feature the Professional model on your sales floor. And just see how fast your golfers reach for the "cart with the golf ball handle."

**Features Found Only on the Nadco Professional Model**

- First really professional quality golf cart
- Strongest, most durable cart ever made... built on the principle of a closed triangle of airplane-light aluminum and chrome-plated steel upright
- Rolls as easy as a ball... features Nadco's exclusive "anti-friction" ball bearing wheels
- Guaranteed and individually registered in owner's name.

**NEW ADJUSTABLE HANDLE**

Features exclusive Nadco cam-action handle control. A single quarter turn locks handle in any desired position for that "just right feel." There are no wing nuts, wedges, or springs to jam.

**Prices**

- $3,250 with 10-inch wheels
- $3,500 with 12-inch wheels

**Look for the Cart with the Golf Ball on the Handle**

Touhy and Lawndale, Chicago 45, Ill. • An Affiliate of National Die Casting Company

_DISTRIBUTORS OF DISTINCTIVE SPORTING GOODS_
straight out like a roll of paper.

The ugliest part of a repair job is often the crude method most shop-boys use in fastening the bottom end of the grip with black plastic tape. No matter how careful he is, the job simply does not compare to the manufacturers' grip band. Therefore, when removing the grip, pull straight down slowly until reaching the grip band; hold onto the grip band with the left hand and reverse the pull on the grip, pull up toward the butt end and ease the end of the grip out of the inside of the grip band, leaving the band intact. It will then be a simple matter to regrip, place a dab of glue on the inside of the grip band, and slip it over the end of the grip, giving it a tapered, finished, factory-looking appearance.

If the shop-boy discovers that, due to swelling and shrinking, the sole plate screws or the face insert screws have worked loose and cause a rattle, naturally he will remove the plate and check the lead under the sole plate. In most instances, it will suffice to take a large countersink or large Phillips type screwdriver and strike the lead a sharp blow, spreading it out against the wall of the hole fastening it. Then, when replacing the sole plate screws, he should peg the screw holes with dowel rods before replacing the old screws. If dowel rods are not available, an oversize sole plate screw should be used so that the plate is firmly anchored. In our manufacturing, we use a % in. x 7 sole plate screw and when repairing, we are able to use the next larger size—% in. x 8, thus insuring a tightly fitting, permanent sole plate.

The same method and thinking can be used when a face screw breaks loose. If a dowel rod of the proper size is not available, then simply turn to a larger size screw. In our case, we use a % in. x 4 face screw, and on a repair we are able to switch to a 1 in. x 5.

**Removing Face Inserts**

Quite often, the fibre face insert is pulled away from the head and is raised above the face proper. The experienced shop-boy knows that he must remove the face insert, clean out the face and remove bits of grass and dried dirt, and then check the face for warping.

Chances are that it is warped and should be sanded or filed flat and level before gluing and returning it to the wood head. If the insert still protrudes above the face, it can be carefully filed down flush with the face proper, being cautious not to remove the bulge and roll which was originally placed in the club by the manufacturer.

This filing naturally removes some of the face scoring, and the good club man knows that face scoring, both on woods and irons, should be kept prominent and clean because it plays an important part in the ultimate result of a good golf shot. Therefore, to replace the face scoring, all good shops should be equipped with at least one blade of a jeweler's saw, such as used by the manufacturers. With this tool, it is a comparatively simple matter to replace the face scoring on the wood.

Next, he would sand it lightly to remove any rough edges, paint it with clear shellac (NOT orange shellac), and have the club ready for action in a very short time.

Many a fine wood club has been ruined due to the application of a file to the face by an inexperienced man. First of all, it is imperative for the shop-boy to realize that the face of every good wood club has a certain amount of bulge and roll. Each manufacturer endeavors to maintain a predetermined amount of bulge and roll to the face of their wood clubs. In our particular operation, we recommend a 9\(\frac{1}{2}\) in. bulge, and the same amount of roll.

The horizontal measurement of a face, in factory terminology, is considered the bulge, and the vertical measurement is considered the roll. This simply means that if we were to draw a circle with a

---

**CHICAGO GOLFERS CONTRIBUTE $3500**

Fred Slyder, Pres., Chicago Dist. Golf Association, (second from left) presents check in the amount of $2500 to provide free tea and coffee to service men and women at the USO and $1000 to send 20 sons of veterans to the American Boys Camp, Coloma, Wis. Money was contributed by Chicago area golfers. Receiving checks are (L to R) Charles Aaron, Pres. of the Chicago USO Club, Stanley Van Dyk, American Boys Camp, and looking on (R) S. T. Jessop, V.P., CDGA.